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Abstract
Wepresent anovel slowing scheme for beamsof laser-coolable diatomicmolecules reminiscent ofZeeman
slowingof atomicbeams.The scheme results in efficient compressionof theone-dimensional velocity
distribution to velocities trappable bymagnetic ormagneto-optical traps.Weexperimentally demonstrate
ourmethod in anatomic testbed and showan enhancement offluxbelow v=35m s−1 by a factor of≈20
compared towhite light slowing. 3DMonteCarlo simulations performed tomodel the experiment show
excellent agreement.Weapply the same simulations to theprototypemolecule 88Sr19F and expect 15%of
the initialflux tobe continuously compressed in anarrowvelocitywindowat around10m s−1. This is the
first experimentally showncontinuous anddissipative slowing technique inmolecule-like level structures,
promising toprovide themissing link for thepreparationof largeultracoldmolecular ensembles.

1. Introduction

Coolingmolecular ensembles to temperatures near absolute zero has been a goal of the ultracold community for
decades. Such ultracold ensembles would enable research on newphases ofmatter, precisionmeasurements and
ultracold chemistry [1]. Current research on direct laser cooling ofmolecules with quasi-diagonal Franck–
Condon structure has hadmuch success, demonstratingmagnetic andmagneto-optical traps (MOTs) [2–7] and
opticalmolasses [2, 6–9], reaching temperatures of≈50 μK [2]. Their ultimate success in producing large
ultracold ensembles, however, is currently severely hampered by the lack of an efficient source of slowmolecules
at velocities trappable inmagnetic traps orMOTs.

While a variety of slowingmethods for rovibrationally coldmolecular beams exist, including two stage
buffer gas cooling [10], Stark andZeeman deceleration [11, 12], centrifuge deceleration [13], white-light slowing
[14, 15] and chirped light slowing [16, 17], all shown techniques are either not continuous, have only poor
control on thefinal velocity or do not compress the one-dimensional velocity distribution of themolecules. This
limits the number ofmolecules loaded intomagnetic traps orMOTs to a fraction of the numbers in atomic
experiments [2, 3, 18, 19]. Zeeman slowing, the only technique combining all of the aforementioned advantages,
was up to now considered to be impossible to implement for laser-coolablemolecules working on a

n nS = =  P ¢ = ¢ =X N A J, 1, 0 , 1 2, 02
1 2

2
1 2 transition [14, 17].

Here we present for thefirst time a Zeeman slower scheme for laser-coolablemolecules, capable of
continuous deceleration and compression of themolecular velocity distribution down to velocities in the
10 m s−1 range. In the following, we shortly review the traditional atomic Zeeman slower concept, discuss
problems arising from the complexmolecular level structure and showhow these problems can be overcome
with ourmolecular Zeeman slowing concept.We perform 3DMonteCarlo simulations of the scheme for the
prototypemolecule 88Sr19F andfinally implement our scheme in an atomic testbed.

2. Type I andType II Zeeman slowing

A traditional atomic Zeeman slower [21]works on a type I level structure, where the angularmomentumof the
excited state J′=J+1 is larger than that of the ground state J. Here the atoms get pumped into a bright,
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stretched state at which point they cycle in an effective 2-level system [21], whose transition frequency is tunable
by amagnetic field. The atomic beam is then radiatively slowed downby a counter-propagating laser beamwhile
an inhomogeneousmagnetic field compensates for the changingDoppler shift during the slowing process down
to awell definedfinal velocity. In analogy toMOTsworking on a type I level structure (typically referred to as
type IMOTs)wewill refer to this as type I Zeeman slowing.

In contrast, laser cooling ofmolecules always involves a type II level transition (  ¢ =J J J or
 ¢ = -J J J 1) [22]. As a natural consequence,molecules are optically pumped into darkmagnetic sublevels

rather than bright ones and a 2-level cycling transition does not exist. Nevertheless, slowing and cooling of
molecules using laser light has been realized by destabilizing these dark states [23]. As a result, allmagnetic
sublevels of the ground state need to be coupled to the excited state, each of whichwill exhibit a different shift in
energy in amagnetic field, thus preventing the implementation of a traditional Zeeman slower in these type II
systems.

We propose a solution to this problem for laser-coolablemolecular radicals working on the
nS = =X N, 1, 02

1 2 (ground state described inHund’s case (b)) to nP ¢ = ¢ =A J, 1 2, 02
1 2 (excited state

described inHund’s case (a)) transition, where n n¢, are the respective vibrational quantumnumbers,N is the
rotational angularmomentum in the ground state and J′ is the total angularmomentum in the excited state. By
adding a largemagnetic offset fieldB0 to the traditional Zeeman slower design, the electron spin decouples from
the nuclear and rotational angularmomenta in the ground state, splitting it into twomanifolds with

= m 1 2S (seefigure 1(a)). The sublevels inside these respectivemanifolds are shifted equally in energy with
increasing or decreasingmagnetic field strength. The excited state splits into ¢ = m 1 2J manifolds with amuch
smaller splitting due to a smaller g-factor

P S
g g . In the limit of negligible hyperfine structure and vanishing

P
g , this reduces to an effective 3-level system (see figure 1(a)).

To implement a type II Zeeman slower in this 3-level system, themS=1/2manifold of the ground state is
coupled to the excited state via a narrow linewidth (on the order of the transition linewidth), counter-
propagating laser beam at saturation intensity. This transition ismagnetically tunable and therefore can be used
to compensate for a changingDoppler shift during the slowing process, as it is done in traditional type I Zeeman
slowing. In the following, wewill refer to this laser beam as the ‘slowing laser’ sl. Due to the large spin–orbit
coupling in the excited state,molecules can decay back to eithermS=1/2 or tomS=−1/2. A frequency
broadened laser (in the following referred to as the ‘repumping laser’ rep) pumpsmolecules at all relevant
velocities andmagnetic fields frommS=−1/2 back to the slowing transition.Molecules traveling fast enough
to see sl on resonance due to theDoppler shift, get pumped between the = m 1 2S manifolds by scattering
photons from sl and rep until they are shifted out of resonancewith sl. Further slowing of themolecules
occurs with changingmagnetic field, bringing themolecules back into resonancewith sl. Since slower
molecules feel no force while faster ones are being slowed down, we achieve both compression of the velocity
distribution and reduction of themeanmolecular velocity by spatially varying themagnetic field.

In a realistic system, including finite hyperfine structure of the ground state as well as a small upper state
g-factor

P
g , the slowing laser sl needs to couple every hyperfine state in themS=+1/2 ground statemanifold

to the excited state as shown infigure 1(b). This can be realized by a suitable choice of sideband frequencies. Our
scheme is applicable to all laser-coolablemolecules, where

P S
g g , so that the simplified 3-level picture holds

Figure 1. (a)Type II Zeeman slower scheme on the n nS = =  P ¢ = ¢ =X N A J, 1, 0 , 1 2, 02
1 2

2
1 2 transition. As long as

P S
g g the level structure in highmagnetic fields resembles an effective 3-level system. The graph is shown for the prototype

molecule Sr F88 19 . Note that thewidths of the arrows are symbolizing the spectral widths of the involved lasers. (b)Necessary sidebands
on the slowing laser sl. (c)Proposed vibrational repumping scheme for the prototypemolecule Sr F88 19 . Branching ratios are taken
from [4, 20].
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in the Paschen–BackRegime including for example » -
P

gSr F, 0.0888 19 , » -
P

gCaF, 0.02
and » -

P
gYO, 0.06.

3. Simulations for Sr F88 19

To go beyond the qualitative discussion of a three-level system and demonstrate the feasibility of the scheme in a
realistic system including hyperfine structure, we now focus on the prototypemolecule Sr F88 19 with nuclear
spin2 I= 1/2. Figure 1(a) shows a plot of the Sr F88 19 n nS = =  P ¢ = ¢ =X N A J, 1, 0 , 1 2, 02

1 2
2

1 2 level
structure as a function ofmagnetic field. The ground statemanifolds = m 1 2S each split into 6 sublevels
( =  = m m1, 0; 1 2N I ) (due to rotational and hyperfine structure), which have to be coupled to the 4
sublevels of the nP ¢ = ¢ =A J, 1 2, 02

1 2 state ( =  = m m1 2; 1 2J I ) via the slowing laser sl as shown in
figure 1(b). This specific system thus requires a slowing laser sl with 6 sidebands. Pairs of frequencies of sl that
couple to the same excited state are detuned by d = G 2 from resonance (whereΓ≈2π×6.6 MHz is the
transition linewidth) to avoid pumping into coherent dark states. Furthermore, a broad repumper rep with a
width ofΔ f≈1.1 GHz is required to pumpmS=−1/2molecules back into the cooling cycle. To calculate the
velocity dependent force profile along the slowing path, we solve the 16-level optical Bloch equations atmagnetic
offset fields ofB=900 G,B=1000 G andB=1050 G, respectively.The energies and transition rates between
the levels are calculated by diagonalizing themolecularHamiltonian including interactions with external
magnetic fields in theHunds case (a) basis, and calculating thematrix elements of the dipole operator between
the resulting eigenstates [24]. Decay in the simulation is taken into account bywriting the problem in formof the
Liouville equation [23]. Decays of excited state coherences into ground state coherences are not taken into
account, as these decays are not expected to result in additional dark states. Each frequency in the slowing laser
sl is assumed to have an intensity of 24mW cm−2 corresponding to a Rabi frequency ofΩij=2Γ dij, where dij is
the normalized dipolematrix element of the respective transition. Coupling from themS=−1/2 states with the
repump laser rep ismodeled by an electric field, frequencymodulated atωmod=πΓwith amodulation index
of 27 and an intensity of3 860 mW cm−2 corresponding toΩij=12Γ dij. Due to themodulation, no additional
dark states arise from rep.

The calculation results in a narrow velocity-dependent force profile, which can be tuned over thewhole
relevant velocity by a spatially varyingmagnetic field, consistent with the idea of Zeeman slowing (see figure 2).
Note that loss ofmolecules during the cooling cycle due to vibrational branching is largely suppressed due to the
quasi-diagonal Franck–Condon structure ofmolecular radicals and can furthermore be suppressed by an
experimentally feasible repumping scheme via the nS = ¢ =B N, 0, 0, 12

1 2 state (seefigure 1(c)).
We nowuse the force profile from figure 2 in a 3DMonte Carlo simulation to calculate the velocity profile of

Zeeman slowed Sr F88 19 molecules originating from a typical cryogenic buffer gas cell with an initial longitudinal
velocity distribution centered at = -v 120 m sl

1, a longitudinal velocity spread ofD = -v 75 m sl
1 at full width

Figure 2.Velocity dependent Sr F88 19 Zeeman slower force profiles and corresponding excited state probabilities at differentmagnetic
fields (for details see text). The substructure in the profiles emerges due to the hyperfine structure of the ground state and thefinite
excited state

P
g .

2
Detailed simulations for Ca F40 19 will be discussed in a later publication.

3
Diode laser systemswhich deliver 200 mWof laser power are used in similar experiments [25], with dye lasers, Raman fiber amplifiers or

sum frequency generation even higher powers are available for the neededwavelengths, allowing the experimentalist toworkwith
appreciable beamdiameters.

3
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halfmaximumand a transverse velocity spread ofD = -v 80 m st
1 (see figure 3).We assume themagnetic field

to rise fromB0=900 G at z=0. 35 mbehind the buffer gas cell toBmax=1030 G at z=1.33m. Furthermore
we divide the force profile infigure 2 by a safety factor of 2, resulting in a deceleration parameter of 4 η= 0.19,
andwe take heating effects during the slowing process due to spontaneous emission into account. The detection
region is chosen to be located at zdet=1. 58mbehind the exit of the buffer gas cell and is restricted to a (R× L) 0.
3 cm× 3 cm cylinder. This geometry corresponds to the experimental setup of our demonstration experiment
described below. As can be seen infigure 3, the simulation results in a significant fraction (15%) of the initial
molecules to be slowed over the entire Zeeman slower path and compressed to a velocity distribution centered at

= -v 15 m sp
1with a full width at halfmaximumofD » -v 2.5 m sl

1. The largest loss contribution is due to
transverse divergence of themolecular beam, so by placing the detection region as close as possible to the end of
the slowing region the fraction of detected slowedmolecules can be increased. Note that thewidth of the slowed
peak ismuch smaller than thewidth of the slowing force from figure 2, since thewidth after slowing is given by
the steep slope of the force-profiles around the central peak and the fact that the slowing force quickly vanishes at
the end of the Zeeman slower in the rapidly fallingmagnetic field [27, 28]. Due to the combination of slowing
and compression characteristic for a Zeeman slower, a significant fraction ofmolecules exits the Zeeman slower
with velocities low enough to be efficiently capturedwith existing trapping schemes.

4. Type II Zeeman slowing on theD1-line of K39

Ultimately, we demonstrate type II Zeeman slowing in an atomic testbed on a transition comparable to the
n nS = =  P ¢ = ¢ =X N A J, 1, 0 , 1 2, 02

1 2
2

1 2 transition of amolecular radical. For this purpose, we
pick the D1-line of K39 atoms, a  ¢ =J J J transition showing striking similarity to the Sr F88 19 transition
discussed above (compare figure 4(a) and figure 1(a)). In our experiment, wemake use of an atomic beam
source with a peak velocity at -450 m s 1.We apply a B0=510 Gmagnetic offset field in the 130 cm long
slowing region to bring the potassium atoms in the Paschen–Back regime. At this offset field, the slowing
laser sl consists of 4 frequencies each 118.6 MHz apart to couple the transitions = =∣m m4 S 1 2,J I

2
1 2

- ¼ ñ  = - = - ¼ ñ¢∣m m3 2, , 3 2 4 P 1 2, 3 2, , 3 2J I
2

1 2 , respectively and is locked 1680MHz redof the
D1-line crossover of aDoppler free potassiumspectroscopy. The repumping laser rep is frequency-broadened to
an approximatewidthof 1.5 GHz throughcurrentmodulation of a free runningDFB-diodewithmodulation
frequencyof 12MHz topumpatoms from themS=−1/2manifold back to the slowing cycle at all relevant
magneticfields and velocities. Both lasers are combinedwith a polarizing beam-splitter-cube and are afterwards
circulary polarizedwith a quarter-waveplate in such away that sl drivesσ

−-transitions and rep drives
σ+-transitions. Each sidebandof sl has a power of≈20 mW,whereas rep has a total power of 400 mW.The
beamwaists of sl and rep areω0=1 cmat the vacuumviewport and thebeams are slightly focussed towards the
oven region. Throughout the slowing region themagneticfield is increased fromB0=510 G toBmax=770 G

Figure 3. 3DMonteCarlo simulation of Zeeman slowing for a Sr F88 19 molecular beamoriginating from a buffer gas cell. Blue: initial
velocity distribution detected at zdet=1.58 mbehind the buffer gas cell. Red: slowed distribution based on the force profile from
figure 2. 15%of themolecules arewithin the peak centered around = -v 15 m sp

1. Further details about the simulation can be found
in the text.

4
Wedefine h = a

amax
where =

g+
·a N

N N

k

mmax
e

g e
is themaximumachievable deceleration achieved at infinite laser power on a transition

whereNe,Ng are the number of excited states and ground states, respectively [26].

4
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corresponding to a capture velocity of = -v 400 m scap
1 and an expectedfinal peak velocity of = -v 35 m sp

1 at the
endof the slowing region.Weprobe the longitudinal velocity distribution25 cmbehind the endof the slowing
regionwithdifferential absorptionDoppler spectroscopy,wherewedetect atoms in a regionwhich is restricted by
thedetection beamdiameter dbeam=3 mmtimes the diameter of the vacuum tube dtube=3 cm.TheDoppler
spectroscopy is performedon the = 4 S , F 2 4 P2

1 2
2

3 2 transition,where our resolution of 25.6 m s−1 ismostly
limiteddue to theunresolved hyperfine structure of the excited state.

Figure 4(b) shows the experimentallymeasured velocity profile after type II Zeeman slowing alongwith a
simulated velocity profile fed by the experimentally expectedMaxwell Boltzmann distribution originating from
an oven running atT=450 K.

Themeasured and simulated profiles show deceleration and compression of the one-dimensional velocity
distribution of the atomic beam. Thefinal peak velocity vp is easily tunable through the current in themagnetic
field coil and the correspondingmagnetic fieldmaximum (see figure 4(c)). The experiment is limited by the
power of rep, withwhichwe achieve an η=0.38 for the given beamdiameter. TheMonteCarlo simulation is
performedwith the same code as for the 88Sr19F simulation butwe additionally convolute the simulated result
with the estimated resolution of our detection schemewhich is responsible for the broadening of the slowed
peak. Small differences between simulation and experimentmay be due to non perfect beam-overlap, photon
recoil of the detection laser, non perfect background subtraction, straymagnetic fields in the detection region or
non perfect spectral distribution of the repumping laser. The good overall agreement of the simulationwith the
experiment is a strong argument for the validity of the 88Sr19F simulation shown infigure 3. Fromour
simulations and the experiment we learn that the parameters which can further improve the performance of the
slowing result are similar to the ones in type I Zeeman slowing.

The efficiency of ourmethod can be quantified by comparing themeasuredflux of atoms below
= -v 35 m sp

1of F = ´ - -3.3 10 atm cm stype II
9 2 1 to that of a type I traditional atomic Zeeman slower

working on theD2-line of
39K and towhite-light slowing on theD1-line implemented experimentally in the

same setup.Wefind the type II Zeeman slower to reach nearly the same performance as thewell established type
I traditional atomic Zeeman slowerΦtypeII /ΦtypeI=0.6.Moreover, the type II Zeeman slower outperforms
white-light slowing by a factor ofΦtypeII /Φwhite=20. A detailed comparison between these slowingmethods is
beyond the scope of this proposal andwill follow in a later publication.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we proposed a novel Zeeman slowing scheme (type II) capable of continuous deceleration and
compression of the one-dimensional velocity distribution of diatomicmolecules.We simulated our scheme for

Sr F88 19 by solving themulti-level optical Bloch equations followed by three-dimensionalMonte Carlo
simulations of the slowing process. Furthermorewe successfully implemented type II Zeeman slowing of K39

atoms on theD1-line. Type II Zeeman slowing should be applicable tomost of todayʼs laser-coolablemolecules
with realistic experimental requirements, as long as

P S
g g , including the already laser-cooled species

» -
P

gSr F, 0.0888 19 , » -
P

gCaF, 0.02 and » -
P

gYO, 0.06. BaFwith » -
P

g 0.2might need a slightly

Figure 4.Experimental demonstration of type II Zeeman slowing on the K D39
1- line: (a) potassium level structure for the S42

1 2

ground state and P42
1 2 excited state in the Paschen–Back regime. (b)Measured velocity distributions for a beamof 39K atoms before

(blue) and after type II Zeeman slowing (red). Comparison to theMonte Carlo simulation (green). (c)Thefinal peak velocity of the
atomic beam vp as a function of themagneticfieldmaximumBmax at the end of the Zeeman slowing region.
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frequency broadened slowing laser for implementation. As sl and rep are both far detuned from resonance in
lowmagnetic fields, the slowing scheme is ideally suited to be continuously coupled to already existing trapping
schemeswithout disturbing already trappedmolecules [25]. Because of the continuous nature of Zeeman
slowing, it can ideally be combinedwith current pulsedmolecular buffer gas sources for the realization of a
quasi-continuous loading scheme by loading awhole sequence of pulses orwith continuous sources of
rovibrationally coldmolecules instead of pulsed ones in future experiments. This will increase the flux of
molecules even further, opening the possibility to realize largeMOTs as an efficient starting point for work
towardsmolecular Bose–Einstein condensates and quantumdegenerate Fermi gases with exciting prospects for
applications including precisionmeasurements, ultracold chemistry and dipolar quantummany-body systems.
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